Grant, Glickman, Levitt Victors
In SC Executive Board Races

Supreme Court Decision Set for Hillel Discussion

Referendum Passes

School-Wide Elections

SC Committee Delays Election of President; Wednesday New Date

The Student Council presidential election has been postponed until Wednesday, the 19th, after a special meeting of the Disqualification Committee on the eve of the election.

The committee, composed of Governor Joshua Wachtel, Brooks, Fries, 63, Jerry Nirenberg, 63, and Bob Pitter, 62, is to meet at a special meeting of the Disqualification Committee on the eve of the election.
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Apology

This is an apology to Professor Gurl, Professors Levy and Skiles, and the Student Council. We regret in the course of our previous activities, we have made mistakes which have caused you inconvenience. We are sorry and we would like to correct our mistakes and avoid them in the future.
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Are college students "college students?"
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"My original statement was in- tended to indicate that my opinion is dis- qualified by the change of meeting night."

The good student knows this. The poor one may not. If the latter is not adequately interested in his courses and would withdraw today," he concluded.

We believe this is an impossible situation. It is only natural that there are three operators at the School Switchboard. Such inefficiency is inexcusable.

Elections

The semi-annual elections have come, but not quite gone. The Student Council has decided to conduct balloting in accordance with the laws which govern other organizations.

First, there were many contesting elections. There are three ballot boxes in the Student Center, one for each of the three positions. A ballot is given to every student who is registered.

Second, the election was conducted by the Student Council itself for attracting as many students as possible.
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Fencers Face Harvard
In Quest of Third Win

By Steve Rosenblatt

The Beaver fencing team seeks its third consecutive victory against Harvard at Cambridge, Mass. City counted on its depth in its first two wins, including last Saturday's triumph over Yale, 14-13.

It was Alan Turner's victory final foil match which C.C.N.Y. the victors.

Turner, a sophomore, also his other two bouts to give a perfect day. He defeated Otto, who place third in tionals last year. The B« swept seven of the nine foil

In the sabre, which City 5-4. Leon Aguazonian scored a triple win. He has now two consecutive matches.

City was beaten in the epee Eight Beavers scored at once to give City its first three points. All-American Vive Chen and Leon Martinez tied in points each, and Al Lax, M.

Fosterino, Bob Kao, and Marcus scored one point ap.